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Abstract
In the coeval contexture a hefty peck of the prevalent database employments
concert with the temporal data. Exegesis of this fain gesture for the temporal
data comes from the temporal aspects as they provision peculiar traits and
tasks for query processing and optimization. The substantial challenge in these
tasks lies in computing the temporal aggregates which itself is an intricate
aspect considering the grouping of temporal extents. Temporal grouping
environs the partitioning of time line and for each partition aggregate
functions are applied separately. This paper tenders an unprecedented
blueprint to aggregate temporal extents by recognizing the domains that are
implicitly veiled. These veiled regions turn out to be very efficacious while
applying the explicitly defined aggregate functions which depend on the extent
of coupling amongst the dynamic attributes. The paramount purpose of
applying aggregate functions along with B-Tree indexing is achieved by
significant improvement in the query execution time and number of logical
reads.
Keywords: Aggregates, Data model, Databases, Query processing, Run time

INTRODUCTION
Database employments frequently need to record the variation in behavior of the time
oriented attributes. The significance of temporal aspects has been acknowledged by
numerous research groups. As a consequence various query languages which
provisions temporal aspects of an object have been developed so far. The substantial
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challenge in query processing and optimization lies on the computation of temporal
aggregates which itself is an intricate aspect considering the grouping of temporal
extents. Temporal grouping involves the segmentation of a time-line and the tuples
corresponding to the particular time segments are grouped together [1]. Then,
temporal aggregate functions are applied identically on each time segment to obtain
the aggregate result.
Temporal aggregation is theoretically more complex as compared to duplicate
elimination, which relies on an equality predicate applied over the attributes. It
involves detection of the overlapping tuples, which is an inequality predicate over the
timestamp attribute. Temporal aggregation plays a major role in optimization of
numerous temporal data models which encloses tuple time-stamped as well as
attribute time-stamped data models [2,3]. Value equivalent tuples are merged as a
result of aggregation operation. Aggregation is an essential operation in temporal
databases since evaluation of temporal queries on un-coalesced temporal entities can
produce inappropriate results. Aggregate operations are irreversible in nature for it is
difficult to reconstruct the primary set of intervals or values from the aggregated
result set.
Usually, it is difficult to switch between a coalesced and an un-coalesced
representation of a relation without altering the semantics of a procedure [4].
Temporal grouping or aggregation of tuples is broadly divided into two flavors: span
temporal aggregation and instant temporal aggregation. In instant temporal
aggregation, the aggregated result set at a time instant ‘t’ is obtained by computing
over the set of all those tuples whose timestamp includes t. On the other hand, Span
temporal aggregation is integrally centered on explicitly defined time interval, such as
hours, days, weeks or months and doesn’t depend on the value of temporal attributes
of a relation.
The computation of temporal aggregates can be achieved through these two manners:
either sequential or parallel. The parallel computation techniques are frequently
employed for the scope and size of data-intensive employments have matured
significantly as evinced in online analytical processing (OLAP) and data warehousing
environments [1,5]. Although numerous sequential as well as parallel procedures have
been developed for computing temporal aggregates, yet they need prior information
about the order or size of an input.
In this paper, we introduce a novel technique for temporal aggregation of value
equivalent tuples by using explicitly defined aggregate functions along with B-Tree
indexing to minimize the query execution time. This significant improvement in query
execution time affects the performance of underlying temporal data model to a great
extent. Query execution time is optimized by further indexing of the non key
attributes. Overlapping, adjacent or nearby tuples are the candidates for temporal
aggregation. Main emphasis of our work is to perform aggregation of those tuples
which are separated by temporal gaps. Aggregation of value equivalent tuples
depends on the nature of time-varying attributes as well as on the extent of coupling
amongst the time-varying attributes. Our research work uses the most powerful open
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source database postgres for the performance evaluation of the proposed approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section surveys the background
and related work on computing temporal aggregates. Major limitations of previous
work are also discussed in the section. In Sections 3, and 4, we present the improved
algorithm for aggregation and scalable solutions for large-scale aggregations based on
data partitioning and parallel processing techniques. Section 5 presents the results of
experimental evaluation of the proposed solutions. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the
contributions of this paper and gives an outlook to future work.
RELATED WORK
Aggregation of value equivalent tuples can be done by using either scalar aggregate
functions or aggregate procedures. Scalar aggregate function such as min, max, count
and sum yields a single tuple over an entire relation [3,5]. On the other hand,
aggregate procedures involve partitioning of a complete relation on the basis of some
specific attributes of a temporal relation. Then, computation of scalar aggregate
functions is carried out individually over each of the partition of a relation. It is
difficult to manage more than one scalar aggregate expression in a query. Aggregated
result of every expression is stored in a singleton relation which is used as a base
relation for the computation of rest part of the temporal query [6].
Transformation procedures are employed for the generation of systematically efficient
algorithms intentionally designed for the computation of temporal aggregate queries.
A strategy for the aggregation of value equivalent tuples involves two steps for the
aggregation over the entire temporal relation which entails perusing of a database.
Aggregate is evaluated over the constant intervals which are determined in the initial
step.
Numerous strategies for the aggregation of tuples have been developed so far [7,8].
They basically differ on the basis of approach used for the partitioning of a time line.
Instant temporal aggregation maneuvers at the smallest granularity of a time instant.
Undistinguishable aggregate outcomes at successive time instants are aggregated into
single tuple over maximal time intervals. Moving window temporal aggregation is
basically based upon instant temporal aggregation. It extends the scope of aggregation
from time instant to window of time interval. The major shortcoming of both the
aggregation technique is that the result size might become up to twice as large as the
input size. Span temporal aggregation allows the user to regulate the result size of
aggregate operation by partitioning the time line into several time intervals that are
specified in the query [10,11,12].
A uniform framework was developed to standardize aggregate operation in temporal
environment. It supports the empirical evaluation of several aggregation techniques or
temporal aggregation operators. R-tree is used to evaluate the aggregate operation in
linear space and logarithmic time with respect to the size of the database [3,5,12].
Choice of underlying temporal data model significantly impacts the performance of
the aggregate procedures. Parsimonious temporal aggregate operator was introduced
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to overcome the shortcomings of instant temporal aggregate operator [8]. It takes the
result of instant temporal aggregation of size n and allows the user to regulate the
trade-off between the result size and error introduced by aggregation of tuples.
PRELIMINARIES
A temporal relation contains finite set of attributes along with finite set of domains
and timestamps. Temporal procedures are used to build a relationship between the
time varying attributes and their particular domains [3,5].
Temporal relational schema
A collection of key attributes along with time variant and time invariant attributes are
present in any temporal relation. Temporal relational schema has been demonstrated
mathematically in the equation (1) as given below:
Rt = (K1 , K 2 , . . . , K n , S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn , D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn |T)

(1)

Temporal Aggregation Approaches
Aggregation of value equivalent tuples is carried out through these three approaches
as shown in Table 1. It primarily depends on the system environment which includes
underlying temporal data model, domain of time varying attributes and extent of
coupling amongst the time varying attributes.
Table 1: Aggregation approaches
Event

Approach

Run-time

During execution of query, tuples are aggregated as
required

Insert

During insertion of tuple in the relation, tuples are
aggregated

Update

Tuples are aggregated, when existing data is modified

Temporal Relational Algebra
Temporal relational algebraic expression includes temporal operators and predicate
symbols. These expressions are used to query temporal databases for the retrieval of
information. Temporal operators differs from the traditional relational operators as
they provide implicit support for the handling of time dimension in temporal data
model. It is mandatory to use temporal relational algebra in such a way that it does not
violate any integrity constraints.
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Temporal Predicates
Classification of temporal predicate are: (1) Interval predicates, (2) Join predicates
and (3) element predicates. Join predicates and element predicates are nothing but the
generalization of the first category of predicates called as interval predicates. It is
appropriate to use element predicate for aggregated relations as its complexity is also
high as compared to join predicates [5,6].
Temporal Constructors
Temporal constructors are used to project time from a set of tuples. It is frequently
used for the partial aggregation of operands. Some basic types of temporal
constructors are: Projection, Intersection, Begin and End.
Definition 1
(Aggregation operator) Let r be a temporal relation with schema R = (G1 , G2 ,
G3 , … , Gn , V1 , V2 , V3 , … , Vm | T), where G = {G1 , G2 , G3 , … , Gn }is the set of time
invariant attributes and V = {V1 , V2 , V3 , … , Vm } is the set of time variant attributes.
The aggregation of two adjacent tuples, ri , rj ∈ r, ri < rj is given by:
ri ⊕ ri = (ri . G1 , ri . G2 , ri . G3 , … , ri . Gn , rj . V1 , rj . V2 , rj . V3 , … , rj . Vm |ri . t s , rj . t e ) (2)
Definition 2
(Overlapping tuples) Let r be a temporal relation with schemaR = (G1 , G2 ,
G3 , … , Gn , V1 , V2 , V3 , … , Vm | T). Two tuples, ri , rj ∈ rare overlapping, iff the
following holds true:
(1)ri . V = rj . V
(2)ri . t e > rj . t s
The first expression requires that the tuples have similar time invariant attributes.
While the second expression demands that the validity end time of first tuple is
greater than the validity start time of second tuple.
Definition 3
(Adjacent tuples) Let r be a temporal relation with schema R = (G1 , G2 ,
G3 , … , Gn , V1 , V2 , V3 , … , Vm | T). Two tuples, ri , rj ∈ rare adjacent, iff the
following holds true:
(1)ri . V = rj . V
(2)ri . t e = rj . t s
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The first expression compels that the tuples must have similar time invariant
attributes, whereas the second expression requires that the validity end time of
first tuple should be equal to the validity start time of second tuple.
Definition 4
(Nearby tuples) Let r be a temporal relation with schemaR = (G1 , G2 ,
G3 , … , Gn , V1 , V2 , V3 , … , Vm | T). Two tuples, ri , rj ∈ rare nearby, iff the following
holds true:
(1)ri . V = rj . V
(2)ri . t e < rj . t s
The first expression requires that the tuples have similar time invariant
attributes. The second expression puts a constraint that the validity end time of
first tuple should be smaller than the validity start time of second tuple. Here, we
need to fix the value of temporal gap between any two value equivalent tuples.
The temporal gap is defined as the time gap between any two tuples of a relation.
Temporal gap is calculated by using equation (3).
Temporal gap(α) = rj . t s − ri . t e

(3)

The time difference between two timestamps is calculated by using implicit
temporal functions which are used for the handling of temporal attributes. Here,
value of temporal gap (α) defines the possibility of aggregation.
AGGREGATION
In this segment, aggregation operation is introduced. Every tuple of a temporal
relation doesn’t act as a candidate tuple for aggregate operation. Tuples
recognized as a suitable candidate for aggregate operation are captured from the
relation. Then, the temporal grouping of captured tuples is performed on the
basis of start or end time. At last, aggregate procedures are evaluated over
temporal groups present in a relation and the corresponding results are stored
in a singleton relation [7,8]. The two extremes in the spectrum of approaches for
aggregation are runtime aggregation and insert or update aggregation. The
primary factor which affect our decision to select one of the above said
approaches is system environment which includes underlying temporal data
model, extent of coupling amongst the time varying attributes, type of timestamping used and domain of time varying attributes.
In our proposed work, update or insert strategy is employed for the aggregation
of value equivalent tuples. Explicitly defined aggregate procedures are developed
to perform aggregate operation. During update, aggregated result set is captured
from the base relation and aggregate procedures are evaluated over the captured
snapshot of the base relation. It involves modification of time varying attributes
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as well as shortening or extension of time line. Aggregate procedures defined for
aggregation of tuples are capable enough to perform aggregation of all the
overlapping, adjacent and nearby tuples. These procedures also ensures that the
basic properties of aggregation like extent preservation, maximal interval or
duplicate elimination are preserved during aggregation of tuples. Veiled regions
are also identified during execution of these temporal aggregation procedures
[5,9]. Temporal predicates and constructors are used to project time from a set
of tuples and also used for partial aggregation of operands.
Due to heterogeneous nature of time varying attributes, distinct aggregate
procedures are employed for every time varying attribute. Aggregated result set
of each of the dynamic attribute is stored separately in aggregate relations.
Number of aggregate relations formed are equal to the number of time varying
attributes present in the temporal relation schema.
Properties
The aggregation operation should encompass the following three properties: (1)
Extent preservation, (2) Maximal intervals and (3) Duplicate elimination. Extent
preservation ensures that the temporal extent of a tuple should not change after
the execution of temporal aggregation operators. Maximal interval enforce that
aggregation should produce output tuple with maximal time periods. And,
duplicate elimination impose a constraint for the removal of duplicate tuples
from the snapshot relation [3,5].
Extent preservation: Aggregation must not alter the temporal extent of a
timestamp.Denote the extent of S as: extent(S) = {q|∃b∃e([s, e] ∈ S ˄ s ≤ q ≤ e)}
and, extent(S) = extent(aggregate(S)).
Maximal intervals: Aggregation should produce a tuple with intervals that are as
large as possible.
Let S and X be timestamps.
Such that, extent(S) ⊆ extent(X).
Role of Relational Algebra in Aggregation
Relational algebra enlightens the significance of recognition of veiled endpoints
in aggregate operation. It involves aggregation of value equivalent tuples by
using single temporal dimension along with preserving the essential properties
of aggregation. Steps involved in evaluation of aggregate operation using
relational algebra are: (1) Identification of covered endpoints, (2) Identification
of uncovered endpoints, (3) Construction of candidate intervals, (4) Candidate
identification and (5) Removal of overlapping candidates.
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Strategic flow
A strategic flow of our approach for aggregation of value equivalent tuples is
illustrated in Fig. 1. It shows the interaction between the temporal relations and
the temporal procedures.
The temporal procedures are designed to perform aggregation of tuples and their
retrieval from the base relations. Removal of malign or duplicate tuples from snapshot
of projected relation involves various steps like identification of covered endpoints,
temporal grouping, construction of candidate intervals,

Figure 1: Strategic flow
elimination of uncovered endpoints and, elimination of malign candidates. A
dedicated temporal aggregate procedure is designed for each time varying attribute
and they implicitly controls the flow of data between the temporal relations.
Aggregate procedures are activated when insert or update operation is triggered over
current relation of any time varying attribute. Implicit temporal operators are used to
perform time oriented calculations. Validity of temporal extents is also checked, to
enforce integrity constraints. Several comparisons of timestamps over multiple
temporal relations are performed [10,11]. Aggregate procedures are applied along
with B-Tree indexing to improve query execution time. It will impact the overall
performance of the underlying temporal data model.
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Identification of malign candidates
Consider a temporal relational schema T(k, v, s, e) where k represents a set of key
attributes, v represents a set of value attributes, s is the validity start time, and e is the
validity end time. Aggregation generates a temporal relation schema with similar set
of attributes. A veiled point is a point that is contained in the interval of value
equivalent tuple in T. Firstly, we need to identify veiled regions present in our
temporal relation. Note that T ′ is nothing but a renamed version of T.

Figure 2: Intervals to aggregate

Veileds = πT.v,

T.s (σ(T′ .s <𝑇.𝑠≤T′ .e) (T

⋈T.v=T′ .v T ′ ))

Veilede = πT.v,

T.e (σ(T′ .s <𝑇.𝑒≤T′ .e) (T

⋈T.v=T′ .v T ′ ))

It is pretty valuable to recognize the veiled endpoints. They are identified by simply
differentiating the veiled region from projected snapshot of the temporal relation.
ucovs = DIFFERENCE(πTv.s (T), Veileds )
ucove = DIFFERENCE(πTv.e (T), Veilede )
The next step is to construct candidate intervals from the set of uncovered endpoints.
Candidate interval plays a major role in the removal of duplicate tuples from the
temporal relation.
candidate (cand) = ucovs ⋈ ucove
The fourth step is to identify candidates that extend another candidate and it involves
join operation as well as intersection between uncovered regions.
Bad candidates(Bs ) = cand ⋉(cand.v=ucovs .v˄cand.s<ucovs .s˄ucovs .s≤cand.e) uncovs
Bad candidates(Be ) = cand ⋉(cand.v=ucove .v˄cand.s<ucove .e˄ucove .e≤cand.e) uncove
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Figure 3: Elimination of bad candidates
The next step is to eliminate the malign, overlapping candidates from the other
candidates, leaving the aggregated intervals.
Aggregate(T) = DIFFERENCE(cand, Union(Bs , Be ))
Two intervals, [a, j] and [k, l] shown in Fig. 3 result from aggregate operation over the
intervals shown in Fig. 2. The veiled relation may cover numerous tuples linked to the
similar endpoints since an endpoint can be covered in many ways. Finally, aggregated
result set is obtained by simply differentiating the candidate interval from union of
malign candidates over start or end time [12]. Aggregated result doesn’t contain any
duplicate tuples, malign or overlapping candidates. The final result set is stored in
auxiliary relations which are associated with a base relation [13].
Maintaining the aggregate relations
The tuples present in aggregate relations must be updated every time when there is an
insertion or modification of tuples in a base relation.
The overall size of the single aggregate relation is 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 2 )
Where,
‘n’ represents the number of tuples present in the base relation
‘k’ represents the size of a tuple-group
Insertion into the base relation will add tuples to the aggregate relation. The number
of tuples inserted is directly proportional to the overall size of the tuple-group for the
inserted tuple [14,15]. Modification of a tuple in the base relation will trigger changes
to the aggregated tuples present in aggregate relation.
Pseudo aggregate function
Assume that R(k, v, s, e) and R′ (k, v, s, e) are two temporal relational schema
Where,
Key attributes(k) = {k1 , k 2 , k 3 , … , k m }
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Value attributes(v) = {v1 , v2 , v3 , … , vn }
‘s’ represents start time(lower bound) of an interval
‘e’ represents end time(upper bound) of an interval
Pseudo aggregate function for the aggregation of overlapping, adjacent or nearby
value equivalent tuples.
Function aggregate(R)
R ≔ R order by v1 , v2 , v3 , … , vn , s
R′ = empty
size = count(R)
i=1
repeat
R i = (v1 , v2 , v3 , … , vn )[s, e]
while
R i+1 = ((v1 = v ′1 , … , vn = v ′ n )

AND

(s′ ≤ e + 1 OR

TDiff(s′ , e) ≤ α))

e ≔ max(e, e′ )
i ∶= i + 1
while i ≤ size
return R′
Algorithm used for aggregation
Step 1: Define temporal aggregate relation Aggre(key, Tvary_attr, S_Time, E_Time)
to capture the snapshot of aggregated result set, initially empty
Step 2: For every entry in temporal relation
Step 3: if T.key not equals to any Aggre.key
Step 4: do
Step 5: insert tuple T into aggregate relation
Step 6: else
Step 7: //Update operation is executed
Step 8: //During update operation: temporal aggregated procedures are activated
Step 9: do
Step 10: Recognition of veiled regions
Step 11: then
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Step 12: Temporal grouping of recognized tuples are perform
Step 13: // New set of Tuple T
Step 14: if T.S_Time < Aggre.E_Time
TDiff(Aggre.E_Time,T.S_Time) <= α

OR

T.S_Time= Aggre.E_Time OR

Step 15:then
Step 16: Update Aggre.Tvary_attr with T.Tvary_attr
Step 17: Also, Update Aggre.E_time with T.E_time
Step 18: else
Step 19: New tuple is inserted into aggregated relation
Step 20: end if
Step 21: end if
Step 22: end for
Step 23: Output the tuple in Aggre relation.
Firstly, we need to recognize veiled endpoints simply by projecting the snapshot of
temporal relation schema. Temporal operators are used to calculate the temporal gaps
between the value equivalent tuples [16,17]. If the temporal gap between any two
value equivalent tuple is less than or equal to the user defined permissible limit then
aggregate operation is performed on these tuples. Otherwise, a new set of tuples are
inserted into the aggregated relation with new set of value attributes [18]. After that,
shortening or extension operation is performed on time line on the basis of end time
of new set of tuples.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The proposed approach for aggregation of value equivalent tuples primarily includes
recognition of veiled endpoints. A set of temporal operators are employed to provide
the basic temporal aspects to the underlying temporal data model. Uncovered
endpoints as well as malign candidates are eliminated from the snapshot of the
projected temporal relation [19,20]. Time-stamping of the records of the database has
been appended by using the time range data type ‘tsrange’ in postgres.
Experimental settings
The experiments are accomplished on the machine which comprises of qualities like
2GB of RAM and Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3217U 1.8GHz. PostgreSQL of version 9.5
which is an open source database has been thoroughly used while implementing our
described approach. The machine was kept in the state of isolation while empirical
evaluation of above described strategies. The empirical evaluation is performed
during the testing phase where only underlying database management system, a single
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SQL shell, and standard circumstantial processes werein live operation. The
parameters which are otherwise considered as an out-of-box has been used here as
standard parameters for all the database objects. This aspect of our work makes it
unique in itself. “pgAdmin” which is a tool of postgres has been used for gathering
the data related to query execution time. In our experiments elapsed time which is a
significant parameter has been measured after considering the disk access time
associated. To achieve accuracy in our measurements this elapsed time of many
threads has been aggregated besides neglecting those threads which are of extreme
nature [21,22]. To be on the safer side, we neglected the machine cache effects for
disk accesses by supplying immaterial data into the complete memory between
successive executions of experiments.
Data set
To evaluate our approach on the basis of performance, a huge data set of over one
lakh employees has been used to perform the testing of queries. Redundancy has been
a serious challenge since long time for the database researchers and in our approach
we have tried to exterminate it by decomposing the temporal relations. Here,
decomposition is solely based on the number of time varying attributes present in the
base relation. If we discuss about the life spans of the tuples used in our approach they
are basically of two types named as short-lived and long-lived. The life span of a
short-lived tuple lies in a random range of one to 1,000 instants, while the life span of
a long-lived tuple is determined approximately between 20,000 and 30,000 instants.
Additionally, the start time of these tuples are homogenously dispersed over the entire
database time-line. The timestamps used are not of sorted nature through any angle in
our experiments.
Parameters involved
We examined all of the above stated approaches made it sure that they stand true even
when the conditions varied. We considered three parameters namely relation size,
tuple group size, and time dimension size which significantly impact the performance
of the underlying temporal data model [23,24]. They also affect the cost of the
aggregation operation associated with tuples. If any of these parameters are increased
then they linearly affect the number of veiled endpoints and the cost of aggregation
[25,26]. For example, if the intensity of overlaps among the intervals increases then it
directly impacts the performance as they lead to increased veiled points and coalesced
timestamps.
Results
Experiments are carried out for real time testing offollowing representative
operations: overlaps, adjacent and nearby. These three operations serve as boundary
predicates as they are comparativelymeek to assess for all the aggregation methods.
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Usefulness of these operations can be assessed from the fact that they single handedly
provide us the comparison of a particular interval against each of the timestamp
present in the data table.
A performance evaluation of proposed approachwith respect to runtime approach is
performed over tuple timestamp historical relation and tuple timestamp multiple
historical relationdata model. Experiments are performed over multiple or large sized
value columns. Our goal is to test both the approaches under different conditions. The
number of key and value attributes are fixed in temporal relation schema for testing
over these two temporal relation data model. Performance of aggregation approaches
is evaluated on the basis two parameters: query execution time and number of logical
reads.
The schema of every temporal relation is given below:
Key - A unique identifier is assigned to every tuple.
Value attributes – It includes time variant or invariant attributes
Start time - The start point of the time interval and it is represented by using lower
part of a time range.
End time - The end point of the time interval and it is represented by using upper part
of a time range.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the comparison between proposed and run-time approach for
aggregation on the basis of logical reads. Tuple group size represents the number of
tuples present in a group. In a tuple group there is one identical tuple for each interval
in a timestamp. Each tuple in the group shares the similar time invariant attributes, but
has a different time intervals.

Figure 4: Logical reads over tuple timestamp multiple historical relation data model
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Number of logical reads directly depends on the structuring of the underlying
temporal data model. It means that the distribution of value attributes over the
temporal relations play significant role. In tuple timestamp historical relation data
model, all the value attributes are kept in single temporal relation [10]. On the other
hand, all the time variant attributes are dispersed in separate relations in tuple
timestamp multiple historical relation data model. It clearly shows that dispersion of
attributes over the relations puts significant impacts on various parameters like
memory cost, number of logical reads and query execution time.

Figure 5: Logical reads over tuple timestamp historical relation data model
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows the comparison between proposed and run-time approach for
aggregation on the basis of query execution time. Optimal query execution plan
assigns the query optimizer a responsibility to transform the queries into an equivalent
query and the time elapsed in execution of this query is grasped as query execution
time. Comparison of the proposed approach with the run-time aggregation is
performed by using time point or range queries. For each of the query, execution time
is recorded after executing it ten times and then their mean value is considered for the
purpose of comparison. PgAdmin tool provides the query execution time for the
sample queries.
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Figure 6: Query execution time over tuple timestamp multiple historical relation data
model
Results of the experiment clearly reflects that the performance of the proposed
approach for aggregation depends upon the degree of heterogeneity amongst the value
attributes. The structure of the underlying schema directly influences the relationship
existing amongst the attributes.

Figure 7: Query execution time over tuple timestamp historical relation data model
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CONCLUSION
Temporal aggregation is an indispensable procedure in plentiful of time oriented data
models as time oriented queries computed over non-aggregated data might yield
malign results. Aggregation syndicates the temporal ranges of overlapping, adjacent
and nearby value equivalent tuples. Since aggregation is an exorbitant process,
aggregation of tuples is carried out while data is being updated to abate the query
execution time. The aggregated result sets are stockpiled separately on the basis of
extent of coupling as well as degree of heterogeneity amongst the time varying
attributes. B-Tree indexing is furthermore applied on every result set to optimize the
query execution time. This paper presents a comprehensive strategic flow to perform
aggregation of value equivalent tuples during data update. It involves identification of
veiled endpoints of an interval. Temporal predicates and temporal constructors are
also employed for aggregation of partially aggregated result sets that, in effect, have
the identical semantics as those of fully aggregated result sets. The significant
discernment for most of the temporal predicates and temporal constructors is just to
know about the un-veiled endpoints. We developed an index to store the partially
coalesced points. A chunk of information is evaluated during triggering of an event
and the results are stored separately. The technique used in this paper captures a lot of
redundantly veiled points. A special index to store the veiled points should be able to
reduce the storage cost of the veiled relation and speed-up the evaluation of temporal
predicates and temporal constructors on partially coalesced timestamps. Finally, we
tested our proposed approach by employing numerous temporal predicates in
structured query language and testing those predicates using postgres. The results of
the experiments clearly indicates that the performance of the proposed approach is
much better as compared to aggregation at run-time. In future, we plan to extend
partial aggregation to multiple time dimensions.
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